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Offers a focal point in lessons integrating the four skills. Gives experienced teachers fresh ideas, and less experienced teachers lots of
practical support.
The Slangman Guide to BIZ SPEAK 1 is essential for anyone doing business with Americans!If you do business with Americans, the ¿BIZ
SPEAK¿ series is for you!If you don't know the essential American slang, idioms, and jargon used by all business professionals, you risk
embarrassment, loss of respect, and loss of money!Entertaining dialogues, activities and games will quickly help put you on the inside track
(¿shortest path to success¿) to becoming the top dog (¿boss¿) as you climb the corporate ladder (¿get promoted¿) and start to make big
bucks (¿a lot of money¿) in your new cush (¿easy¿) job!NOTE: Audio CDs sold separately.The Slangman Guide to BIZ SPEAK 1 contains
popular chapters on slang and idioms associated with:The WorkplaceComputersThe InternetE-CommerceMarketingAdvertisingAcronyms &
ShortcutsNegotiationsMeetingsPopular Abbreviations Used in BusinessThe Slangman Files ¿ a special section in each chapter with slang &
idioms used in categories
La 4e de couverture indique : "Business Benchmark Second edition is the official Cambridge English preparation course for BULATS. A pacy,
topic-based course with comprehensive coverage of language and skills for business, it motivates and engages both professionals and
students preparing for working life."
New International Business English is a flexible course at the upper-intermediate level for people who need or will soon need to use English
in their day-to-day work.All four skills - listening, speaking, reading, writing - are developed through a wide range of tasks which closely reflect
the world of work.
English for Business Studies is a course for upper-intermediate and advanced level students who need to understand and discuss business
and economic concepts.
This book fully explicates current trends and best practices in LSP, surveying the field with critical insightful commentary and analyses.
Covering course areas such as planning, implementation, assessment, pedagogy, classroom management, professional development and
research, it is indispensable for teachers, researchers, students.
Explores the direct relation of modern CALL (Computer-Assisted Language Learning) to aspects of natural language processing for
theoretical and practical applications, and worldwide demand for formal language education and training that focuses on restricted or
specialized professional domains. Unique in its broad-based, state-of-the-art, coverage of current knowledge and research in the interrelated
fields of computer-based learning and teaching and processing of specialized linguistic domains. The articles in this book offer insights on or
analyses of the current state and future directions of many recent key concepts regarding the application of computers to natural languages,
such as: authenticity, personalization, normalization, evaluation. Other articles present fundamental research on major techniques, strategies
and methodologies that are currently the focus of international language research projects, both of a theoretical and an applied nature.
The Slangman Guide to STREET SPEAK 3 continues the book series with even more popular slang and idioms that will help you understand
any American!The 3rd book in the series introduces you to popular slang and idioms used in a variety of situations including dating ¿
everything from the pick up (¿beginning of a relationship¿) to the break up (¿end of a relationship¿) and everything in between!Once you
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learn all the slang used in dating, you¿ll definitely know if someone is either hitting on (¿flirting with¿) you or just not into (¿not interested in¿)
you!The Slangman Guide to STREET SPEAK 3 contains popular chapters on slang and idioms associated with:Dating &
RelationshipsEmergency SituationsTelevision & EntertainmentTeens & Students (Jr. High through University)Being Politically CorrectSports
(Popular Terms Used in Daily Conversations)Foreign Words that Americans Use Every DayAlliterations & Repeating WordsThe Slangman
Files ¿ a special section in each chapter with slang & idioms used in categories
This book is intended to support students in learning business vocabulary development, grammar, and the skills of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing. At the end of this book, the students will be capable of getting either a B1 (intermediate level) or a B2 (upper
intermediate level) in business standardized tests such as the Business English Certificate, Lingua Skills, etc.
"In this book we offer the informed and reflective practioner as the ideal agent for mediating between the practice and theory of language
teaching. Some of the contributors might be labelled teachers, some materials developers, some applied linguists, some teacher trainers and
some publishers, but all of them share four things in common: they have all had expereince as teachers of a second or foreign language, they
have all contributed to the development of second language materials, they have are all well informed about developments in linguistic and
psycholinguistic theory and they all have respect for the teacher as the person with the power to decide what actually happens in the
classroom." --From the Introduction>
Readers refresh and strengthen language skills with proven grammar instruction and extensive learning resources found in BUSINESS
ENGLISH, 12E by Mary Ellen Guffey and Carolyn Seefer. The market leader in grammar and mechanics since its first publication,
BUSINESS ENGLISH uses a three-level approach to divide topics into manageable units that help readers hone the critical skills needed
most. Packed with insights from the authors’ more than 60 years of combined classroom experience, this edition helps readers develop the
strong language skills necessary to perform confidently in today’s digital classroom and tomorrow’s workplace. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
English Panorama is an advanced English course for adults. Each unit of the course introduces a different genre of written or spoken English.
Role PlayOxford University Press
"English Elements 3" ist der Folgeband im Lehrwerk-System, der sich an Lernende wendet, die bereits das Waystage Level erreicht haben
und ihre Kenntnisse systematisch ausbauen möchten. "English Elements 3" bietet Lernstoff für ca. 2 VHS-Semester (ca. 26-28
Doppelstunden). Die Audio-CDs sind in das Lehr- und Arbeitsbuch integriert.
Provide a description about the book that does not include any references to package elements. This description will provide a description
where the core, text-only product or an eBook is sold. Please remember to fill out the variations section on the PMI with the book only
information. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
The Slangman Guide to STREET SPEAK 2 teaches you more popular American slang and idioms that everyone uses every day!If an
American said to you, Could you please crack the window? you are NOT being asked to ¿break the window¿ which is indeed the literal
meaning! You are simply being asked to ¿Open the window a little.¿Or if someone tells you to Knock it off! or Cut it out! ¿ that just means
¿Stop doing that!¿he Slangman Guide to STREET SPEAK 2 contains popular chapters on slang and idioms associated with:The
WorkplaceShoppingHouseguestsBabysittingBirthday PartiesThe SubwayAches & PainsThe TelephoneThe Slangman Files ¿ a special
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section in each chapter with slang & idioms used in categories
This book is the outcome of an English Language Teaching Project undertaken by the Department of English, University of Poona, as part of
a collaborative programme between the governments of India and the UK. This textbook has been prepared specifically to develop the
communicative competence of commerce students. Some of the guiding principles of this textbook have been the use of language for
achieving communication tasks, emphasising student initiative and interaction, making students aware of variation in language use, and
concentrating on appropriacy and fluency.
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The video contains three dramatized business stories, two documentaries and two sequences of interviews with professionals
about their day-to-day working lives.
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New International Business English is a flexible course at the upper-intermediate level for people who need or will soon need to
use English in their day-to-day work.All four skills - listening, speaking, reading, writing - are developed through a wide range of
tasks which closely reflect the world of work.The Student's Book has been redesigned with many new illustrations and photos to
make it more attractive and easier to use.The attached CD-ROM contains an introduction to the BEC Vantage examination and
one complete Practice Test including audio.
The aim objective of CME 2014 is to provide a platform for researchers, engineers, academicians as well as industrial
professionals from all over the world to present their research results and development activities in Information Management,
Innovation Management, Project Management and Engineering. This conference provides opportunities for the delegates to
exchange new ideas and application experiences face to face, to establish business or research relations and to find global
partners for future collaboration. Submitted conference papers will be reviewed by technical committees of the Conference.
Business Benchmark Second edition is the official Cambridge English preparation course for Cambridge English: Business
Preliminary, Vantage and Higher (also known as BEC), and BULATS. A pacy, topic-based course with comprehensive coverage of
language and skills for business, it motivates and engages both professionals and students preparing for working life. The
Business Vantage Student's Book contains authentic listening and reading materials, including interviews with business people,
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providing models for up?to?date business language. Grammar and vocabulary exercises train students to avoid common
mistakes, identified using Cambridge's unique collection of real exam candidates' answers. 'Grammar workshops' practise
grammar in relevant business contexts. A BULATS version of this Student's Book is also available.
The Slangman Guide to BIZ SPEAK 2 continues with more popular business slang, idioms, and jargon used in everyday American
business!This second book in the series is packed with additional slang, idioms, and jargon used in a variety of workplace
situations, including sports terms used in business.Entertaining dialogues, activities and games will guarantee that you¿re batting
a thousand (¿successful¿) at calling the shots (¿making decisions¿) and never dropping the ball (¿incompleting your tasks¿)
especially when you¿re down to the wire (¿close to the time when your task is due¿)!NOTE: Audio CDs sold separately.The
Slangman Guide to BIZ SPEAK 2 contains popular chapters on slang and idioms associated with:The
WorkplaceBureaucracyGlobalizationE-CommercePoliticsStock Market & MoneyShipping & International TradeBusiness
TravelSports Terms Used in BusinessThe Slangman Files ¿ a special section in each chapter with slang & idioms used in
categories
Words for Working ofereix una revisió actualitzada de conceptes, competències, habilitats comunicatives i recursos essencials per a
l'aprenentatge i ús efectiu de l'anglès professional i acadèmic a l'entorn de l'economia i l'empresa internacional. El volum facilita als lectors el
coneixement i el domini de la variació lingüística existent dins del llenguatge especialitzat (variació intercultural, geogràfica, textual, etc.), així
com del seu funcionament en àrees de comunicació professional fonamentals en aquest àmbit (anglès empresarial, econòmic, financer,
jurídic, etc.). El seu contingut inclou estratègies comunicatives i activitats didàctiques pràctiques tant per a la llavor professional com per a
l'estudi i la investigació en anglès dins d'aquestes disciplines en el nou Espai Europeu d'Educació Superior.
The most up-to-date business English dictionary created specially for learners of English.
The book begins with the basics of communication and sentence structure in English, and leads the reader step by step through to the formal
report writing and public speaking, with the aim of improving the reader's speaking, listening, reading and writing skills essential in today's
global business world. The book is designed for intermediate level students and readers, and those at the advanced level who wish to give a
final polish to their skills. It is suitable both for classroom use and self-study, adopting a "hand-on" approach to learning. Language learning is
a living process; through the many exercises and tasks in the book, the reader will have ample opportunity to practice and learn the art of
communication.
The first edition of Business English in the University Classroom was a great success, getting excellent reviews, and his author has updated
and improved its contents, paying attention to all the technological developments related to international business communication.
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